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Minimal diversion
Some brands stick to
bare-bones footwear to
satisfy hardcore minimalist

➔AS MORE COMPANIES enter the minimal game,

some of the original barefoot companies, and a few late
adopters, are sticking to their roots for Spring ’13.
Companies like Inov-8, Vibram and Vivobarefoot
all bring products to the table that remain true to their
minimal roots, but appeal to a wider audience with
updated lacing systems and offerings that gradually ease
novice consumers down to zero drop.
Despite companies introducing minimal products
that are more on the middle of the cushion spectrum
(see feature story, O.R.D. Day 3), these companies are
sticking to their roots because representatives say they
believe minimal shoes offer the perfect vehicle for
natural movement.
“We believe the human body is perfect,” said Skora
(#41155) founder and CEO David Sypniewski. “We try
to design shoes that get out of the way of the runner and
we believe that strengthening the body, the feet and the
lower extremities is a process that should be enjoyed for
life so you can run for life.”
New Outdoor Retailer, Skora offers a variety of
products for the minimal shoe lover. The company,
Sypniewski said, is using a technology called Injected
Blown Rubber in its outsoles in the new Phase (MSRP
$110) and Core (MSRP $155). The Core utilizes the
company’s performance goatskin leather with synthetics
on the liner to make it technical but affordable.
Graham Jordinson, product manager at Inov-8
(#40161), said the company has always had 3-2-1-0
offerings that gradually ease consumers into barefoot
running if that’s what they’re looking to do. Inov-8
offers three different lines of product: Trail, Road and
Functional Fitness, the last of which is for the exploding
Crossfit and P90X fitness programs. General Manager
Chris Melton said the company identified these areas as
some of the most explosive growth activities.
In the Road category, Inov-8 has the Road-X 255,
a 9-ounce product with injected EVA midsole, with a
9-millimeter drop. On its bare-bones minimal side it has
the Road-Xtreme 118, a zero-drop, 4.2-ounce minimal
product that offers the barefoot running experience.
Vibram (#38164) has revamped its See Ya by adding
shoelaces and calling it the See Ya LS (MSRP $100).
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This shoe, said spokesman PJ Antonik, is true to the
company’s minimal roots as it’s among the company’s
lightest, most flexible shoes.
“It’s the shoe that targets the seasoned runner,”
Antonik said. “But we tried to make it more versatile and
appeal to a bigger audience.” Plus, Vibram is offering the
ELX men’s and the women’s Entrada (both MSRP $75)
to hit a lower price point and appeal to people who use
the shoes for every day or light fitness.
“In this entire category there are a lot of gray areas,”
Antonik said. “We’re just trying to be consistent.”
For Zem Gear (#30192W), the buzzword for Spring
2013 is versatility.
“We see minimal going in all types of directions,” said
Zem’s Christina Bracken. But Zem is offering versatility
and still staying true to its minimal and barefoot roots
with new lace styling options in its Terra Tech (MSRP
$85) glove-like shoe for light trail running, its 365
(MSRP $80) split-toe shoe for road running and its
2Cinch (MSRP $80) split-toe for cross training. Zem
also offers a children’s line including the TerraRaz
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Embrace the entry point
Ronnie Ayres of Tahoe SUP (#39134)
puts it clearly: “The consumer for SUP
usually goes out and buys a Costco

Brooks Pure Drift

(MSRP $50), TerraMisu (MSRP $40) and Terra ($40).
New Balance (#36149) offers an even lighter version
of its Minimus with the new Minimus Hi-Rez (MSRP
$120), which is a zero-drop product whose real story
is in the outsole, which instead of one continuous strip
of rubber is actually a series of 42 independent midsole
pods mechanically bonded to the durable fabric base.
Vivobarefoot’s (#29111W) big minimal launch is
the One, which can easily transition from the road to
the treadmill. It features the company’s high-abrasion,
puncture-resistant TPU 2.5-millimeter sole that offers
maximum proprioception.
Brooks (#36156) brings its new Pure Drift, part of its
new Pure 2 line, which is lighter and more flexible than
anything else in the Pure line. The product features a
natural wrap of the foot, built on an anatomical last, and
has the Pure Project’s signature Nav Band technology
prominent on the outer part of the upper.
--ANA TRUJILLO

board, tries it for a while, then gives
the board to their kids, comes in and
upgrades to one of our touring boards.
It is great that there is an easy entry.”
Get the customer hooked
Ryan Guay of Boardworks Surf
(#38138) is the king of demos. You
can often find him with a fleet at
Boulder Reservoir. “We really aim

to connect to our customer through
demos and events.”
Give them a comparison
“If you think about it,” continued
Guay, “a SUP is cheaper than a bike
or skiing or a lot of other forms of
recreation. Putting it in context is
important for the sell.”
--LORIN PALEY

